The first forty-one coefficients of a continued fraction for In T(z) + z -
and 52 = 1/6, B4 = 1/30, /?6 = 1/42, . . . , are the Bernoulli numbers. Henrici [2] refers to J(z) as the Binet function, and gives the details for the derivation of the above formulae. Wall [6, pp. 192-202] gives an algorithm for constructing a continued fraction development of power series such as (1), which we summarize below:
Using the symbolic operation on polynomials of formal integration with respect to a variable u, and an infinite sequence of numbers c0, cx, c2, . . . , in which the ith 
where j>qp(»)rf0» Table 1 is a list of the a¡, i = 0, . . . , 40, rounded to 40 significant digits, computed from the exact rational coefficients using MACSYMA's "bigfloat" facilities (see [1] ). Table 2 above is a similar table of A listing of the MACSYMA program and output is available upon request from the author.
